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Abstract

IJSER

remove from consideration all other nouns

The contribution of this work relates to the

enclosed by this – i.e. occurring in the same

modeling of writing style. We use a model

paragraphs. Repeat this step to produce new

for writing style quantification, for finding

clusters from the remaining nouns. Based on

significant deviations in a document’s

this clustering approach we can obtain the

writing style, these differing segments could

accuracy result in the plagiarism detection.

have been plagiarized, and are probably

Experimental results is shown that

useful as a starting point to search for

proposed system is very effective than the

possible source candidates. But in this work,

existing system.

the

one important issue is if more than one
author had written the document then the
existing

method

will

indicate

as

1.INTRODUCTION OF PROJECT

the

plagiarized content. To overcome this

Plagiarism defined as “unacknowledged

problem we introduce a clustering method.

copying of documents or programs”. The

In this technique we first Select the 50 most

documents are copied from the various

frequent words from the file and Determine

sources. Analyses were undertaken by the

frequency by paragraph for these 50 words.

academic community to deal with student

Extract the nouns from the 50 most frequent

plagiarism. With the growth of content

words (excluding stop words). For the

found in the Web, people can find nearly
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everything they need for their written work,

identify the segments that are written by

but detection of such documents can become

another person. Current algorithms usually

a difficult task. In order to discriminate

use writing style modeling technique that

plagiarized documents from non-plagiarized

used for searching meaningful variations.

documents, a correct selection of text

External plagiarism detection refers to the

features is a key aspect. There are many

task of comparing the suspected document

types of plagiarism such as copy and paste,

against possible sources, But in Intrinsic

redrafting of the text, copying of idea, and

plagiarism we use a model for writing style

plagiarism through translation from one

that tends to find significant deviations in a

language to another. Nowadays, many

document’s writing style these differing

documents are available on the internet and

segments could may get plagiarized, and are

are easy to access. Due to this availability,

probably useful as a starting point to search

users can easily create a new document by

for possible source candidates.

IJSER

copying and pasting from these resources.
Sometimes users can reword the plagiarized
part by replacing the word with their

synonyms. This kind of plagiarism is

difficult to be detected by the traditional
plagiarism detection system.

2. MOTIVATION

Many documents are available on the
internet and are easy to access. Due to this
availability, users can easily create a new
document by copying and pasting from these

Generally speaking, the task of plagiarism
detection from an algorithmic point of view
can be divided into two main strategies
those that utilize only information within the
suspected document, denominated intrinsic
plagiarism detection, and it compares the
suspected document against a set of possible
sources (ideally, but unrealistically, the
entire Web). Intrinsic plagiarism detection
[1]

tends

to

discover

plagiarism

by

analyzing only the suspicious document, to

resources.
Sometimes users can reword the plagiarized
part by replacing the word with their
synonyms. Motivation of the paper is to find
the most plagiarism content that should be
copied from anywhere identified in the
efficient manner. Further it helps to as
plagiarism

detection

process[2]

in

applications to user or individual publish
their journals .
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3. OBJECTIVE

5. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Most empirical studies and analysis were

5.1 EXISTING SYSTEM

undertaken by the academic community to
deal with student plagiarism. In order to

We do text mining, exploring the use of

discriminate plagiarized documents from

words as a linguistic feature for analyzing a

non-plagiarized

correct

document by modeling the writing style.

selection of text features is a key aspect.

The main goal is to discover deviations in

The main objective of the paper is to find

the style, searching for segments of the

the more accurate plagiarism content in the

document that could have been written by

documents

another person. This can be considered as

documents,

with

similar

a

meaning

and

concepts are correctly identified in the

classification

problem

using

self-based

efficient manner.

information, outliers are the paragraphs with

IJSER

significant deviations in style which called

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION

intrinsic plagiarism detection approach does
not relies only on the use of words, so it is

The current plagiarism detection system was

found to be too slow and takes too much
time for checking. The matching algorithms

not language specific. In the following,
some of the core ideas developed in this
research is presented:

are also dependent on the text’s lexical
structure rather than semantic structure.

 To be able to distinguish different

Therefore, it becomes difficult to detect the

authors within the same document,

text paraphrased semantically. The big

one must characterize the writing

challenge is to provide plagiarism checking

style present in the text.

with appropriate algorithm in order to

 The use of ‘‘n-gram profiles’’ [3]

improve the percentage of finding result and

compares segments of the document

time checking. The important question for

against the whole document. This

the plagiarism detection problem in this

approach

study is whether it is possible to apply new

assumption that the document has a

techniques such as Semantic Role Labeling

main author, who wrote the majority,

to handle plagiarism problems for text

if not all, of the text. Therefore, it is

documents.

logical that the comparison between
IJSER © 2014
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on
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the style of a particular segment with

length has 400 words. After dividing the

the whole document style could lead

document, we extract the frequent words in

to detections of important variations,

the given document. For those frequent

meaning that other authors are

words, we determine the paragraphs based

involved.

on the frequent words occurred in that

 Based on reading and contemplation,

paragraph.

one of the characteristics that was
shown to be of interest is the
author’s use of words. Different
authors tend to use different words to
write their ideas, whether on the

Similarity function is used to find the
distance of the frequent words with the
paragraphs. Then extract the nouns from the
most frequent words. For the highest
frequency noun, create a cluster. By highest

same topic or not.

frequency

nouns

we

IJSER

clustered

the

These ideas lead to the following intuition

paragraphs based on that. Next we create a

for the development of the algorithm: If

new cluster of paragraphs for next priority

some of the words used in the document are

frequent nouns.

author-specific, one can think that those
words

could

be

concentrated

in

the

paragraphs (or more generally, in the
segments) that the mentioned author wrote.

If some paragraphs are not clustered then it

means that

paragraphs are plagiarized

content

passage.

or

After

clustering

formation we compare the number of cluster
created with the number of author in the

5.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM

given document. If the number of cluster
To overcome the problem of existing

formation is higher than the number of

system, we proposed a technique such as

author then the extra paragraph cluster is

clustering method. In this proposed work,

treated as coping content. From this

first the given document is preprocessed

clustering approach[4]

then divides the document into segments by

more accuracy plagiarism detection result

using sliding window technique. Sliding

than the existing system.

window technique is used for divide the
document by given length of the sliding
window. For example one sliding window
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6. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM

data mining. Data-gathering methods[6] are

FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM

loosely controlled, which results in out-ofrange

values

impossible

data

Income:

−100),

combinations,missing

values, etc. Analyzing data has not carefully

Preprocessing

Document

(e.g.,

screened for problems that can produce
misleading

results.

If

there

is

much

Sliding window technique

irrelevant and false information present, then

Computation of
Divide the document

most frequent words

knowledge discovery during the training

into segments

phase is more difficult. Data preparation[5]
and filtering steps can take considerable
Determine frequency by paragraph for these frequent words

amount of processing time. Data preprocessing includes cleaning, normalization,

IJSER

Extract the nouns from the most frequent words

transformation,

feature

extraction

selection, etc. First, the document

Clustering formation

Create the Cluster

paragraphs based on the
highest frequency noun

and
is

preprocessed by removing numbers and all
other characters that do not belong to the a–z

Repeat this step to
produce new
clusters from the
remaining nouns

group.

All

characters

are

considered

lowercase.

Find the number of author
in document then Clustered
paragraphs are assigned to
author of the document

7.2 Sliding window technique

Remaining paragraphs or
extra clustered paragraphs
are treated as plagiarized

The sliding window parameters operate on

passage

letter characters. That is, a window length of
l characters means that the window should
7. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

contain l letter characters. Note that all the
other characters (digits, spaces, punctuation,

7.1 Preprocessing

etc.) are not removed. Therefore, if l=1,000,
Data pre-processing is an important step in

a window may contain 1,200 characters (this

the data mining process. The phrase

is the real window length) in total from

"garbage in, garbage out" is particularly

which 1,000 are letter characters. This

applicable to machine learning projects and

procedure assures that all the text windows
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will have the same number of letter (or

their distance with respect to the document’s

content) characters and the formatting of the

style. The main function in Algorithm 1,

text will not significantly affect the style

fifth line[7] , computes the differences in the

change function. The complete document is

use of words of two segments. The function

clustered creating groups C. As a first

is constructed so segments of the document

approach, these groups or segments c

that have many words that are exclusively in

C

that segment will have a low value. This
are created using a sliding window of length

idea is generated based upon the use of

m over the complete document. Afterwards,

words present be stable, with at least a high

for each segment c

proportion of the words used throughout the

C, a new frequency

document. Since the algorithm considers the
vector vc is computed, which is used in

information of each document to construct

further steps to compare whether a segment

and evaluate variations in style, the function

deviates with respect to the footprint of the

remains somewhat stable over varying

complete document.

document lengths[8]. The strong assumption

IJSER

here is that the majority of the text was

7.3 Intrinsic plagiarism evaluation
The general footprint[6]

written

or style of the

document is represented by the average of
all differences computed for each segment

with

the

same

writing

style;

otherwise no reliable information could be
extracted from this model.

7.4 Semi- supervised clustering

and the complete document. Note that every
segment is compared against the whole

In the training phase, we have given the

document only in terms of the words present

training datasets with the clusters. So in the

in the segment. Also, this algorithm

testing phase we have given the testing datas

considers that if certain words are only used

to find the clusters. Based on the training

in a certain segment, the comparison of that

dataset we are giving the constraints for the

segment against the whole document would

testing dataset[9] . Based on the constraints

lead to a low value, because the frequency

the test data are clustered. The constraints

of those words would be the same in both

are such as must link and cannot link. Then

the whole document and in the segment. At

extract the nouns from the most frequent

last all segments are classified according to

words. For the highest frequency noun,
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create a cluster. By highest frequency nouns

available.Considering

we clustered the paragraphs based on that.

algorithms that do not rely on the available

Next we create a new cluster of paragraphs

sources are being studied. Hence it is called

for next priority frequent nouns[10] . If

intrinsic plagiarism detection concept was

some paragraphs are not clustered then it

introduced. The idea, to

means that

paragraphs are plagiarized

document looking for variations that could

content

passage.

clustering

hint at plagiarized passages, was recently

formation we compare the number of cluster

tested and studies utilizing different writing

created with the number of author in the

style markers are being introduced. We

given document. If the number of cluster

study a self-based information algorithm,

formation is higher than the number of

whose basic idea is the use of a function to

author then the extra paragraph cluster is

quantify the writing style based solely on the

treated as coping content.

use of words. But in this work, one

or

After

the

latter

issue,

analyze the

IJSER

important issue is if more than one author

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

was written the document then the existing
method will indicate as the plagiarized
content. To overcome this problem we

9. CONCLUSION

introduce a clustering method. Based on this

In this study we explore the problem of text

plagiarism and the possibility of its detection
by the use of computer algorithms. With the

clustering approach we can obtain the
accuracy result in the plagiarism detection
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